Sunday, March 7, 2021
The lights must never go out,
The music must always play
September 1, 1939 W. H. Auden
ALY-KHAN SATCHU

#Giacometti 'Walking Man' #sculpture
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Notwithstanding the departure of President Trump from The
White House and his Social Media Megaphone [a Megaphone
that induced such a neck snapping intra day volatility into
geopolitical affairs], one senses that the c21st World remains
viral and even exponential just below the surface. The Volatility
we experienced on a daily basis via Trump’s rat-a-tat Tweets
[but somehow he managed to keep the markets on a tight
leash] seems to have now been exported into the markets
proper but more of that later.
President Biden soft-pedalled on Xinjiang
“Culturally, there are different norms that each country and
their leaders are expected to follow”
Which comments delivered the Uighurs to Xi Jinping on a silver
Platter. Xi Jinping is both Sun Tzu
‘'The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without
fighting''
And hard edged at the same time.
He has brought Hong Kong to heel, he is prowling around
Taiwan like a Lion prowled around our Tent one night in the
Tsavo, he has marched 400 kms into Indian Territory and
Narendra ‘’Benito’’ Modi has said nary a word.
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Xi has taken calculated risks.
The muscular and multi-faceted nature of Chinese Power is
seen in its handling of COVID19.

.@FHeisbourg François Heisbourg: «Le coronavirus, c’est un
Tchernobyl chinois à la puissance dix»
https://bit.ly/3kLgQl8
First, they staged their "exemplary handling" of the pandemic
in a very loud manner, in order to avoid interest in the regime.
And then they severely punished countries that demanded an
impartial international investigation, made up of the best
experts. Australia, which had insisted on the need for
transparency, was imposed economic sanctions and a block on
its imports.
The debate on the origin of the virus remains totally open,
fundamental and potentially explosive.
Controlling the COVID19 Narrative, suppressing the Enquiry,
parlaying the situation into one of singular advantage marks a
singular moment and Xi Jinping has exhibited Chinese
dominance over multiple theatres from the Home Front, the
International Media Domain, the ‘’Scientific’’ domain over which
he has achieved complete ownership and where any dissenting
view is characterized as a ‘’conspiracy theory’’
It remains a remarkable achievement.
Of course, the c21st World is not bipolar but the relationship
between the US and China remains the overwhelming question.
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The Markets have been bracing themselves for a Post Pandemic
World.
@Naval said
Scientists who support silencing opposing voices are
actually priests. @naval
And the belief in Vaccine Efficacy is now bumping at euphoric
levels. Folks I followed on Twitter for their epidemiological
excellence now simply recite Vaccine / Inoculation data like a
liturgy. And sure the numbers slid for around 6 consecutive
weeks but they have bottomed out of late.

Data from #Covid19 worldwide on March 06: + 436,193 cases
in 24 hours, i.e. 116,502,810 in total + 7,770 deaths in 24
hours, i.e. 2,588,752 in total @CovidTracker_fr

20-day average for global cases is now rising as B.1.1.7
continues its expansion. @video4me
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Its not clear what % of the suppression was due to the ‘’hard’’
lockdowns [non pharmaceutical intervention] and what % was
due to the vaccinnes.

We will discover the answer imminently.
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My concern is that Brazil which was the epicenter of the
Virus in May 2020 is once again a Precursor and a
Harbinger.

“I see a huge storm forming in Brazil.” Denise Garrett,
vice president of the Sabin Vaccine Institute in Washington
The bottom line: P.1 is 2.5 times more transmissible
than the wild-type B lineage. And way more
transmissible than B.1.1.7. @bollemdb @obscovid19br
https://twitter.com/bollemdb/status/1367921093948940288?
s=20
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"The greatest shortcoming of the human race is our inability to
understand the exponential function." - Professor Allen Bartlett
http://bit.ly/38UwVym
Exponential growth unlike any other that we have seen.
Brazil is a global threat @bollemdb
Model-based evaluation of transmissibility and reinfection for
the P.1 variant of the SARS-CoV-2
https://j.mp/3rooXGK
The variant of concern (VOC) P.1 emerged in the Amazonas
state (Brazil) and was sequenced for the first time on 6-Jan2021 by the Japanese National Institute of Infectious Diseases.
It contains a constellation of mutations, ten of them in the spike
protein.
The P.1 variant shares mutations such as E484K, K417T,
and N501Y and a deletion in the orf1b protein
(del11288-11296 (3675-3677 SGF)) with other VOCs
previously detected in the United Kingdom and South
Africa (B.1.1.7 and the B.1.351, respectively).
Prevalence of P.1 increased sharply from 0% in
November 2020 to 73% in January 2021 and in less than
2 months replaced previous lineages (4).
The estimated relative transmissibility of P.1 is 2.5 (95%
CI: 2.3-2.8) times higher than the infection rate of the
wild variant, while the reinfection probability due to the
new variant is 6.4% (95% CI: 5.7 - 7.1%).
If you have a "normal" pandemic that is fading, but "variants"
that [are] surging, the combined total can look like a flat,
manageable situation. @spignal
https://bit.ly/3tEw7IL
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We all know by now ''viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential
characteristics'
https://bit.ly/35ekJJr
COVID19 Historic Peaks Deaths a day @brodjustice
https://twitter.com/brodjustice/status/1367848751247863808?
s=20
This week, as Brazil reported back-to-back record deaths from
the virus, Bolsonaro welcomed allies for a lunch in Brasilia.
http://j.mp/2PCqgnH
The largely maskless group feasted on typical dishes,
including beans with sausage and collard greens, plus a
whole roast pig.
The following day, the president raged against
governors for creating panic in the population.
"You didn't stay home, you didn't cower," Bolsonaro told a
crowd of supporters on Thursday.
"We have to face our fears. No more fussiness, no more
whining. Are people going to cry forever?"
States with such rulers can get “seized by senility and the
chronic disease from which [they] can hardly ever rid
[themselves], for which [they] can find no cure”
https://bit.ly/2X4C9mS
Ibn Khaldun explained the intrinsic relationship between
political leadership and the management of pandemics in the
pre-colonial period in his book Muqaddimah
Historically, such pandemics had the capacity to overtake “the
dynasties at the time of their senility, when they had reached
the limit of their duration” and, in the process, challenged their
“power and curtailed their [rulers’] influence...”
Rulers who are only concerned with the well-being of their
“inner circle and their parties” are an incurable “disease”.
States with such rulers can get “seized by senility and the
chronic disease from which [they] can hardly ever rid
[themselves], for which [they] can find no cure”
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I expect th P.1 Lineage to be dominant worldwide
in 8-12 weeks notwithstanding the Focus
on SARS-CoV-2 lineage B.1.1.7
My Thesis is based on the ultra
hyperconnectedness of the c21st World.
Therefore, I would be tempering my COVID19 optimism and
holding my horses which introduces interesting dynamics into
the markets.
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The Markets
Its all been about the move in the US 10 Year Bond
It's been the third worst start to a year for benchmark
Treasuries since 1830: DB's Jim Reid @lisaabramowicz1
https://twitter.com/lisaabramowicz1/status/
1367815942084952064?s=20

2021 could be like 2009 for long-maturity
bonds @jsblokland
https://twitter.com/jsblokland/status/
1368306891898707968?s=20
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chart of the week, showing the rise in 10 year US
Treasury yields.
@WilliamClouston

The World is pirouetting on the pinhead of the Yield of
the US 10 YR
8½ ~ Federico Fellini (1963) @Futura_Noir
https://twitter.com/Futura_Noir/status/
1367023397377605632?s=20
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However, It is a Game of Chicken.
The US cannot afford a further spike in Yield
Here is why central banks are trapped and cannot raise rates
even if inflation rises: @dlacalle_IA Feb 2
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So a Response will surely come and whether its YCC or
another Operation Twist I don’t know.

The Dollar is strengthening and EM in particular is
coming under pressure.
This is fallout on EM from higher US bond yields. Mexico is
among the hardest hit @RobinBrooksIIF

The EM Trade is now in jeopardy.
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.@elonmusk said I am become meme, Destroyer of
shorts
https://bit.ly/3tEw7IL
$TSLA - #TSLA chart @Algosarefake
https://twitter.com/Algosarefake/status/
1368384859102613507?s=20

It is oftentimes difficult sifting the Signal from the
Noise.
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